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maintain good diplomatic relations with
the other parties involved or conduct war.
The individual actions are comparably
uncomplicated, and the correlations
appear consistent. Success is measured in
victory points. The game ends after a specific number of rounds. So, Eclipse
assumedly doesn’t escalate into endless
battles but focuses on effective economic
management. But still, compared with
classically pure Eurogames, Eclipse, with
its mere 32 pages of game instructions,
definitely goes the extra mile. -ub/sbw

Mindwarrior Games
Three ordinary dice determine the moving
range of our ships (up to three) in
Atlantic Triangle, with which we sail the
seas and reconstruct the historic transatlantic triangular trade. We bring goods,
such as metals and cloth, from Europe to
Africa and trade them for slaves or ivory.
In America, we unload the slaves and sail
home with cotton, sugar or rum. The revenues enable us to acquire a second or
third ship and to establish island bases.
The latter provide shelter from storms and
allow us to collect “rent” from the other
players. Or we equip our ship with ordnance that helps to defeat pirates. As the
final action of a turn, we play a card that
influences the demand for goods, triggers
storms or brings pirates to the scene.
Bases, gold and defeating pirates give us
victory points.
-cc/sbw

Revision Games
The 220 cards of Mania are used for seven
card games, all of them ending in
“-mania,” such as KleptoMania or
NymphoMania. They are intended for up
to six or eight players, don’t take long
(15–30 minutes) and are rather uncomplicated. Besides several cards with special
Deceptive packaging:
THE MESSAGE: EMISSARY CRISIS

attributes, the differences between the
cards not only refer to color and number
but also to characters. General handling
rules apply to all versions, e.g., that a
game ends at the latest when the stack is
depleted. In BusinessMania, for instance,
the blue cards are defined as shares,
which differ according to the characters
and can be bought (with the yellow cards)
at face value, provided the market value
has at least been reached. The green cards
increase and the red ones decrease the
factor of value of a share; and in the end,
all players multiply this factor by the
shares in their own portfolio, which can
slip down into negative figures. -cc/sbw

Qian Qi Dong Man
Brutal guy or hot girl? In The Message:
Emissary Crisis, each agent initially gets
allotted two character cards with special
abilities and selects one of them. The randomly assigned attitude can’t be chosen,
though. As in Shadow Hunters, for example, each player belongs to one of three
groups with different objectives. The Reds
win if one of them gets three red message
cards; the Blues win with blue messages.
And the Greens pursue individual winning conditions that depend on their
character cards. All players have in common: Whoever sustains three black message cards is eliminated. A turn consists
of drawing two cards and possibly playing
one or both. In this case, its text applies.
At the end of your turn, you must pass on
one hand card, as a message. In that case,
its color is significant. You hand over
some cards face down, others face up.
Depending on previously played events,
the recipient can sometimes reject a present; but in most cases, he has to take
what he gets. As usual in a partner bluff-

ing game, it is possible to inadvertently
do good to the opponent or to give one’s
own team member a hard time. -ub/sbw

Bouken
“Bouken” translates into “adventure” –
but that’s something the Adventure Planning Service, as the company calls itself in
English, didn’t feel like this year. “After
the accident in Fukushima, we were in
shock,” Koushi Kondou, the company’s
game developer, tells us. For this reason,
they presented only one new prototype in
Essen (besides the Make You series that
we reported on last year). Brave 50
addresses the accident in Fukushima.
Power plant operators, police, fire
brigades and emergency services try to
put out a fire in a nuclear power plant.
Essentially, the object is to pump water
into the damaged reactor. What’s interesting is the reputation that the different
units have among the Japanese population and that manifests itself in a “moral
test” that they have to undertake before
entering a specific danger zone: For the
emergency services, it is only required at
the highest danger level, for the power
plant operators, even at level 2. It is not
certain yet whether the game will ever go
on sale. At present, the public’s reactions
to the game theme – also in Japan – are
still being tested.
-kmw/sbw

Cardhaus
Cardhaus, an American exhibitor, is listed
here as the distributor of the English edition of the Japanese game Tanto Cuore.
In keeping with the game, the fair booth
was manned by young, appropriately
dressed domestic servants. In addition to
the basic game, two expansions have
been released in the meantime, which

Appropriately dressed domestic servants at the booth
of the TANTO CUORE distributor Cardhouse
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existed only in Japanese at the time of
the fair, however. But from December,
Expanding the House is supposed to be
available also in English. Contrary to
assertions by the booth staff, the set can
also be played independently, without
the basic game. What’s new are construction cards that give you victory points but
are not taken into your own deck. Furthermore, the negative event cards are missing. A release date has not been set yet
for the second expansion, Romantic
Vacation. It will be a complete game, too,
and include a new type of card, the reminiscence cards. Meanwhile, Tanto Cuore
is also available in a Chinese edition,
which has not been licensed, though.
-kmw/sbw

Japon Brand
Like String Railway Transport (see review
on p. 55), Master Merchant was sold out

ith a diffident smile, Seiji
Kanai says, “Why I invent card
games? Quite simple: Homes
in Japan are rather small, and I just have
no space to store board games.” Besides
this, it is cheaper to produce card games.
For a few years, he has regularly been
manning the Japon Brand booth,
explaining the games that the association of small Japanese companies presents in Essen. This year, he himself has
been represented with Master Merchant.
Since 2000, Seiji Kanai has developed
his own games and published them
under the company label Kanai Factory
or through Japon Brand. In 2009, with
Chronicle, he showcased a trick-taking
game in which the cards influence each
other through special functions.

W

Although he always produces very small
print runs, Chronicle became so well
known that Z-Man Games released a
reprint. Kanai’s trademark is to have very
compact games: They have a welldefined mechanism that can be implemented with only a few materials.
Besides this, all cards, tiles and game
boards (such as in the two-player strategy game RRR) have been beautifully
drawn (by graphic designer Noboru Sugiura, with whom Kanai usually collaborates). The Japanese offers his games
mainly at the major game conventions in
his home country and at Essen during
SPIEL. In his main job, by the way, Kanai
works in a store that offers everything
related to Shogi.
Nicola Balkenhol/sbw

very quickly as well. The minimalist card
game was invented by Seiji Kanai. It
makes do with just 40 cards, but is nevertheless able to keep up to four players
busy. Ten different character cards are
available, face up, at different prices and
in different quantities. Each player starts
with two cards on hand; he puts them in
his personal display, which enables him to
buy cards from the table. These cards
allow him to buy cards also from other
players’ displays, or bring other players’
cards back into the general display, or,
or…. For monetary transactions, everybody has a special card that is turned or
flipped over to indicate the current
account balance. As soon as a player has
collected a certain number of character
cards or accumulated a certain amount of
money, the game ends. In fact, Master
Merchant is a kind of mini-Dominion,
but with a lot of interaction. Let’s hope

that another company will take it on
board so that this excellent deck-building
game will stay in existence.
Besides its featured highlights, Japon
Brand offered numerous other games; we
look at just a few of them here. Some look
to European eyes like offshoots of the
Dominion clone Tanto Cuore. For
instance, Dynamite Nurse Returns, a
deck-building game in which scantily
dressed nurses have to heal the heroes of
a fantasy world of their wounds and
injuries that the men sustained in the
dungeon. The title of a “Dynamite Nurse”
is anything but desirable; it is given to the
nurse who has too many patients dying
off while under her care.
The events in the games of the Kunitori
series, which continues with two new
titles this year, offer something more substantial. The players are feudal lords in
medieval Japan, gathering (female)
troops in the course of the game and also
fighting against each other – a deckbuilding game that can be played individually (Tenka) as well as in teams (Kessen).
In the latter, two, four or six participants
form two parties that sit opposite each
other. Between them, they have a row of
“land” cards they are fighting for. Schotten-Totten meets Dominion.
Idol Project turns us into talent
scouts. Even though it looks like a deckbuilding game, it isn’t. Each player runs a
company and is in search of the new
superstar. The talents under his wing earn

Emergency management training game:
BRAVE 50 by Koushi Kondou
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their money with performances, which
also generate victory points. However,
they want to be paid. And they have preferences that determine what company
they turn to. If there is a tie regarding the
preferences that the companies offer to
the talents, the talent enters into a
monastery, since he or she couldn’t make
a decision! The game ends as soon as one
talent performs in “The Dome.” Idol
Project is available in Japanese only.
Most cards are understandable thanks to
their symbols, though; and the texts of a
few event cards and special rules are
explained on a supplementary sheet
(translated by Peer Sylvester).
And now to something completely different. Cryptids Tv is a party game with
an electronic timer enclosed. The timer is
necessary since each player has one
minute to invent a “Cryptid.” This is a
creature – one determined by a randomly
drawn card. For instance, “a creature of
bad smell.” Each player draws what he
pictures on a sheet of paper. Then the
sheets are mixed, face down, and dealt
out again. And now, everybody comes up
with a story about the creature he has
received. The subject, again, is determined by a card. For example, “This discovery while doing the laundry? A housewife’s report.” Again, the player has one
minute to tell the story. After that, all
players vote on which story was the best –
and that story will be shown on TV. After
several rounds, there are winners and losers. And in the end, according to the
game instructions, “everyone looks at the
suggestions that were botched and discusses them.”

Hyakunin Isshu is a traditional card
game in which players have to correctly
continue an initial verse of poems. In Carduta, this idea has been transferred to
quotations from Shakespeare. Twentyfour cards, each of them showing the second half of a quotation, are spread out on
the table and players have to pick the correct card when the first half is read out. So
you should know Shakespeare in the original language if you want to join in. Actually, the game was first released four
years ago; but now, it has been divided
into a Tragedy Set and a Comedy Set.
-kmw/sbw

Deinko
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Happy Baobab

Fortunately, many guests don’t know
what is going on in restaurant kitchens. If
it suddenly hits you that you haven’t done
your dishes from last week yet, this is the
wrong association. What is really irritating in restaurants is the chefs’ strange
competitive behavior: Before anything is
put in the oven in Master of Pizza, the
kitchen staff is fighting over the toppings.
A trick-taking round determines who gets
what topping cards. You pile up the
mushrooms, slices of salami or pineapple
pieces that you got, separately and in the
order you obtained them. Only with this
yield can you deliver one of the orders at
the end of a round – and only with the
topmost card of its kind. This can be toppings of dubious quality; accordingly, the
point value of the pizza would be
reduced.
In Help Me, we rescue cute ice bears,
penguins and okapis from extinction.
More precisely: Each player saves only

Butcher knife or computer keyboard:
ZOMBIE TOWN by Ocean + Toto + Grunt

one species, and he doesn’t mind the
other species biting the dust. Five animals
each of six species take part; they are laid
out into a rectangular area. On your turn,
you move any one animal to an occupied
neighboring space, forming a stack that
can be moved on as well. This proceeds, in
turn, until moves are no longer possible
because there are no occupied neighboring spaces left. Now, players reveal their
animal identity. The owner of the topmost
animal wins the entire stack. Each tile
scores one point; tiles of your own animal
in the stack count bonus points.
-ub/sbw

“Remember, safety first!” If instructions,
for once, not only highlight babies as the
main risk group because of small parts
that can be swallowed, but call attention
to all players because of the game itself,
then it is clear that Sticky Stickz also
belongs to the category “contact sports.”
So, roll up your sleeves and get your
elbows ready! And of course, each player
needs a dangerous instrument. In this
case, it’s a small plastic rod with a suction
cup, trivialized under the name of “sticky
stick” in the game instructions. At the
beginning of the game, players randomly
pile up tiles in the 13 compartments of
the box inlay. The tiles show up to three
faces in different colors and states of
mind. A color die, a number die and a
symbol die determine what you need to
grab in this round. All players simultaneously ram their suction cups on the playing area, trying to get hold of as many
tiles as possible. Due to the continual tile

Like when mother served you at home:
TAIWAN SNACKBAR by Kuraki Ha

